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ON CERTAIN SUBMANIFOLDS OF CODIMENSION 2

OF A LOCALLY FUBINIAN MANIFOLD

BY U-HANG Ki1'

§ 0. Introduction.

Blair, Ludden and Yano [2] introduced a structure which is natually defined
in a submanifold of codimension 2 of an almost complex manifold.

Yano and Okumura introduced what they call an (/, g, u, v, Λ)-structure and
gave a characterization of even-dimensional sphere [5]. They also studied sub-
manifold of codimension 2 of an even-dimensional Euclidean space which admits a
normal (/, g, u, v, ^-structure [6]. The main theorem of [6] is the following

THEOREM. Let a complete differentiable submanifold M of codimension 2 of an
even-dimensional Euclidean space be such that the connection induced in the normal
bundle is trivial. If the (/, g, u, v, ^-structure induced on M is normal, then M is
a sphere, a plane, or a product of a sphere and a plane.

In the present paper, we study submanifolds of codimension 2 of a locally
Fubinian manifold which admits an (/, g, u, v, Λ)-structure.

In § 1, we consider a submanifold of codimension 2 of a Kahlerian manifold
and find differential equations which the induced (/, g, u, v, Λ)-structure satisfies.

In § 2, we prove a series of lemmas which are valid for a certain (/, g, u, v, λ}-
structure.

In § 3 we study submanifolds with normal (/, g, u, v, Λ)-structure in a locally
Fubinian manifold.

In the last § 4, we study a submanifold of codimehsion 2 such that the linear
transformations hf and kf which are defined by the second fundamental tensors
commute with // in a locally Fubinian manifold.

§ 1. Submanifolds of codimension 2 of a Kahlerian manifold ([5]).

Let M be a (2n+2) -dimensional Kahlerian manifold covered by a system of
coordinate neighborhoods {U y"}, where here and in the sequel the indices K, λ, μ,
v,'" runjDver the range {1, 2, —, 2^+2}, and let (Fμ

κ, Gμλ) be the Kahlerian struc-
ture of M, that is,
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(1.1) F/F/=-«,

and Gμλ a Riemannian metric such that

(1. 2) G^F/F/=G^,

(1. 3) F,F/=0,

where V denotes the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to the

Christoffel symbols {£} formed with Gμλ.
Let M be a 2^-dimensional differentiable manifold which is covered by a

system of coordinate neighborhoods {U; xh}, where hear and in the sequel the
indices Λ, i,j, ••• run over the range {1, 2, •••, 2n}, and, which is differentiably im-
mersed in M as a submanifold of codimension 2 by the equations

(1.4) yκ=

We put

then Bi is, for fixed i, a local vector field of M tangent to M and the vectors B{
are linearly independent in each coordinate neighborhood. Bf is, for fixed K, a
local 1-form of M

We choose two mutually orthogonal unit vectors Cκ and D" of M normal to
M in such a way that 2^+2 vectors Bf, Cκ, Dκ give the positive orientation
of M.

The transforms FfBi* of B? by Fλ

κ can be expressed as linear combinations
of Bt', Cκ and Dκ, that is,

(1. 5) Ft BS =fihBh* + UiC* + vjy,

where fih is a tensor field of type (1, 1) and Ui, Vt are 1-forms of M. Similarly,
the transform Fλ

κCλ of Cλ by F/ and the transform Fλ*Dλ of Dλ by F/ can be
written as

F/Ca=
(1.6)

F/JO^

where

Qji being the Riemannian metric on M" induced from that of M, and λ is a func-
tion on M We can easily verify that λ is a function globally defined on M

Applying F/ again to (1. 5) and taking account of (1. 5) itself and (1. 6),
we find

(1. 7)

(1.8)
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Applying Fκ

μ again to (1. 6) and taking account of (1. 5) and (1. 6) itself,
we get

(1.9) ff-u^-λv11, utu^l-λ2, UiV^Q,

(1. 10) fi V = λuh, ViU* = 0, Viifi = 1 - Λ2.

On the other hand, we have, from (1. 2)

(1. 11)

If we put /ίί=Λrgrί, then we can easily verify that fit is skew-symmetric.
We call an (/, g, u, v, Λ)-structure of M the set of /, #, u, v, and λ satisfying

(1. 7)-(l. 11).
We denote by {/<} and Γ» the Christoffel symbols formed with gyί and the

operator of covariant differentiation with respect to {/J, respectively.
Then the equations of Gauss of M are

(1. 12)

where hji and kji are the second fundamental tensors of M with respect to the
normals Cκ and Dκ respectively.

The equations of Weingarten are

(1.13)

where hf ^hjtg1*, kj

%=kjtg
ti and 13 is the so-called third fundamental tensor.

Differentiating (1. 5) covariantly along M and taking account of (1. 12) and
(1. 13), we get

Since M is a Kahlerian manifold, we have

(1. 14) J7,/4

Λ= -

(1. 15) Γy«<= -

(1. 16) PjVi= -

Similarly, differentiating (1. 6) covariantly along M, we find

(1. 17) Vjλ
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§ 2. Some lemmas on (f, g, u, v, ^-structure.

We now compute

(2. 1) S^

where Njf is the Nijenhuis tensor formed with /Λ
Substituting (1. 14), (1. 15) and (1. 16) into (2. 1), we get

- hffftu,
(2.2)

^

When the tensor S/*ft vanishes identicallly, the (/, g, u, v, ^-structure is said
to be normal.

If the connection induced in the normal bundle of M is flat, then we can
choose C*, Dκ in such a way that we have /j=0, and we say that the connection
induced in the normal bundle is trivial.

In this case, (2. 2) can be written as

(2.3)
** - kffftVi - (Λ'fe* - kfff)Ό3 = 0.

We see that left hand side of (2. 3) is independent of the choice of mutually
orthogonal unit normal vectors Cκ and D*.

Let M be a submanifold of codimension 2 of a Kahlerian manifold such that
connection induced in the normal bundle is trival. Assuming that the function
Λ(l — λ2) does not vanish almost everywhere on M", we prove the following two
lemmas.

LEMMA 2. 1. For the normal (/, g, u, v, ^-structure of M such that the con-
nection induced in the normal bundle is trivial, we have

hjiU1 = auj + βVj, hjiV1

(2 4) _
kjitt = άUj + βVj, kjiV1 =βUj+ fVj,

a, β, γ, a, β and f being scalars of M.

Proof. See [6].

LEMMA 2. 2. In Lemma 2. 1, we have

(2. 5) 2/3=ά-f, 2β=r-a.

Proof. In (2. 3), we contract with respect to h and *', then we have
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Substituting (1. 8) and (2. 4) into this equation, we find

from which, we obtain (2. 5).
Next, we consider a submanifold M2n of codimension 2 of a Kahlerian mani-

fold satisfying the following conditions:

(2. 6) /A*=A//Λ

and

(2. 7) //feΛ=A/Λ*

We see that (2. 6) and (2. 7) are independent of the choice of mutnally orthogonal
unit normal vectors C" and Dκ and consequently that (2. 6) and (2. 7) are globally
defined over M2n.

LEMMA 2. 3. For (/, g, &, v, ^-structure of M2n with (2. 6) and (2. 7), we have

(2. 8)

(2. 9)

where a and a are scalars of Mzn and λ does not vanish almost everywhere
on Mzn.

Proof. From (2. 6), we see that A//« is skew-symmetric in j and i. Thus

by virtue of (1. 9) and consequently

(2. 10)

Transvecting (2. 6) with /Λ* and taking account of (1. 7), we get

or

Since h*fff{ is symmetric in y and i, we have

(2.11) (AyίiO^-ζAαiOwy+CAyί^i

Transvecting (2. 11) with #l and using (2. 10), we get

hjtu'(l - λ2) - (hstu^uj = 0,

and consequently
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hjiUi=aUj,

where we have put

(2. 12) A,t«V=(l-;ί2)α.

On the other hand, transvecting (2. 6) with uh and taking account of (1. 9)
and (2. 12), we have

λhjtvt

frow which

Similarly we can prove (2. 9). This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 3.

LEMMA 2. 4. Under the same assumptions as those in Lemma 2. 3, we have

(2. 13) άhji=akji,

where λ(l—λ2) does not vanish almost everywhere on M2n.

Proof. From (2. 8) and (2. 9), (1. 17) can be written as

(2. 14) Piλ=άUj-aVj.

Differentiating (2. 14) covariantly, we have

If we subtract this from the equation obtained by interchanging the indices j and
k in this and making use of (1. 15) and (1. 16), we find

(Pkά + alk)Uj - (
(2. 15)

= (Pka - άlk)Vj - (Pj a - άlj}vk - 2akktfj

t.

Transvecting (2. 15) with u3 and v5 respectively, we have

Pka - άlk - Cuk + Dvk.

Substituting these into (2.15), we get

Applying u* to these and making use of (2. 8) and (2. 9), we find B+C=0. It
follows that

(2.16) αA*ί//=αftw//.

Transvecting (2. 16) with fj and taking account of (1. 7) and (1. 8), we
have (2. 13).
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§ 3. Submanif old of codimension 2 with normal (f, g, u, v, ^-structure ύ* a
locally Γubinian manifold.

A Kahlerian manifold M2n+2 is called a locally Fubinian manifold if the holo-
morphic sectional curvature at every point is indepent of the holomorphic section
at the point. Its curvature tensor is given by

(3. 1) RVμλκ==k(GvκGμι—GμκGvχ+FvκFμι—FμκFι,ι—2FvμFικ),

k being a constant.
In this section we consider a submanifold Mzn in a locally Fubinian manifold.

Substituting (3. 1) into the Gauss, Codazzi, Ricci-equations

Rvμ*κBk

vBjμBiλDκ = Fichu - Pjkki + Ikhji - ljhM,

KvμλκBk

vBjμCλDκ = 74 i - Fjlk + hktk/ - hjM,

we have respectively

k(gkhQji — QjhQki -\-fkhfji —fjhfki —
(3.2)

= Rkjih —

and

- Vjhici - Ikkji + Ijkto, = k(ukfji -

Pjkki + ίkhji - Ijhki = k(vkfji - vjfti - 2Vifkj)

and

(3. 4) Pkli-Fjlk+hukjt-hjtk^^kψkUj-VjU^^

We now prove the following

THEOREM 3. 1. Let a submanifold Mzn of codimension 2 of a locally Fubinian
manifold M2w+2 be such that the connection induced in the normal bundle of M2n

is trivial. If the (/, g, u, v, λ}-structure is normal and λ is a constant different
from 0 and 1, then there is no such a M2n unless M2n+* is locally Fuclidean.

Proof. Since λ is a constant on MZn, we have, from (1. 17)

(3. 5) hj^-kjtuf=0.

Making use of (2. 5) and (3. 5), we can write (2. 4) as

hjiU1 = auj +βVj, hjiV1 = βUj - av3,
(3.6)

kji ul = βUj — aVj, kjiV1 =—aUj—β Vj,
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from which,

(3. 7) hjtut+kjtΌ^Q.

Differentiating (3. 7) covariantly, we obtain

u* + (PtkjiW + kjiΫtP = 0.

If we subtract this from the equation obtained by interchanging the indices j
and * in this and take account of (1. 15), (1. 16) and (3. 3), we have

( - hktf
u -

- A w( - hjtf
u -

or, using (1. 9), (1. 10) and (3. 4),

Transvecting this equation with u* and using (1. 9), (1. 10) and (3. 6), we get

λ( - avt + βut)htf + λ(βvt -

and consequently

(3.8) a2+β2=-k.

On the other hand, transvecting (3. 4) with uk and (1. 9) and (3. 6), we find

From this and (3. 8), it follows that k=Q. This means that M2n+2 is locally
Euclidean.

§ 4. Submanif old of codimension 2 with certain (f, g, u, v >ί)-strueture in a
locally Fubinian manifold.

It this section, we consider a submanifold M2n of codimension 2 of a locally
Fubinian manifold satisfying the conditions (2. 6) and (2. 7). We assume that
2(1— λ2) does not vanish almost everywhere on M2n.

Differentiating the second equation of (2. 8) covariantly, we have

If we subtract this from the equation obtained by interchanging the indices j and
k in this and take account of (1. 16), (2. 9) and (3. 3), we get

+ hkikjt}f

k1 + a( -
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or, using (2. 6),

(4. 1) (hkikjt - hjikkt)fu = (Γ*α - άlύυj - (Pj a - άίj)vk - 2akktfj

t.

Transvecting (4. 1) with vk and using (2. 8) and (2. 9), we get

(4. 2) (l-^)(Γ*α-α/*) = »ί(Γία-α/ί)»t,

from which,

(4.3) «*(?,<* -ά/,)=0.

Substituting (4. 2) into (4. 1), we find

(4. 4)

or, using (2. 6) and (2. 7),

(4. 5)

Transvecting (4. 5) with fh

k and using (2. 8) and (2. 9), we get

(4. 6) hj

From (2. 13) and (4. 6), we find

(4. 7) hjjk

Differentiating the first equation of (2. 8) covariantly, we have

from which,

(Putin - VjhkiW + hjiVjcU^ - AMPX = (Vka)Uj - (Fja)uk + a(PkUj -

Substituting (1. 15) and (3. 3) into this, we get

k(λukVj - λujvk - 2(1 -
(4.8)

because of (2. 6) and (2. 8).
Transvecting (4. 8) with uk and using (2. 8), (2. 9) and (4. 3), we get

(4.9) rja-alj=

Substituting (4. 9) into (4. 8), we have

(4. 10) 2k{ - λukvj + λUjVk - (1 - λ*)fkj] + λ(h*Jkf - hfkjf) + Zhjihjfff - 2ahjtfk

t = 0.

In the first place, if we put M0={pGM2n\(hktkj

t-hjtkk

t)(p')*ΰ}, then (2.13)
shows that at a point p€M0, we have a(p)=ά(p)=Q.
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From this and (4. 9), if there exists a point p€M0, then k=0 on M2n because
of k is a constant.

From the above discussion we know that we have to consider only the case
that &ΦO and

(4 11) hukj'-hjtk^O

at every point of M2n. In this case, however, we can also prove that the envelop-
ing manifold is locally flat. In fact, (4. 10) reduced to

A/iA**/i* + {λujVt - λujcVj -(I- λ2)fkj} = ahjtfk,

or, using (2. 6),

(4. 12) (hjiht1 - ahjtW = k{λukvj - λUjVk + (1 - λ2)fkj}.

Transvecting (4. 12) with fh

k and using (1. 7) and (1. 8), we obtain

(hah? - ahjtX- V + uhu* + v^v1}

= k{λ2VjVh + λ2UjUh + (1 - Λ2)( - Qhj + Uh

or using (2. 8) and (2. 9),

(4. 13) hjihtj - ahjh = - k{(λ2 - ΐ)gjh

Similarly, from the first equation of (2. 9) and (4. 11), we obtain

(4. 14) kjtkh* - άkjh = - k{(λ* - l)gjh + ujuh + vjvh}.

From (2. 13), (4. 13) and (4. 14), we can easily find that

(4. 15) a2=ά2.

If a or ά is zero, then α=α=0 and consequently &=0. Therefore, we may
consider that a and a are not zero. Then, from (2. 13) and (4. 6), we find

From this and (4. 13), we have

(4. 16) k{(λ2 - l)gjh + UjUh + vjvh] = 0.

Transvecting (4. 16) with gih, we find

Therefore k=0 for n>l. Hence, we have the following

THEOREM 4. 1. If a locally Fubinian manifold M2n+2 (n>l) admits a submani-
fold of codimension 2 such that the linear transformations hf and kf- which are
defined by the second fundamental tensors commute with //, then it is locally flat.
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